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Civil Rights and Draft Lawyer

Tells How To Beat Induction

A Guide To Your Rights Under
the Draft Law. The paperback

book will be published February
29, 1968, by Monthly Review Press
and will be distributed for MR
Press by Grove Press.
Conrad J. Lynn, the noted civil
rights and draft attorney, a firm
opponeFlt of the Vietnam war,
urges young men to claim all their
rights under the draft law, and
to go into the courts and invoke
the Nuremburg principle if necessary. He has written this handbook, he says in his Introduction,
"so that those who wish to resist

may be aided in having all their
rights that might help them to refuse induction into the armed
forces." To this end, he provides
a simple guide to the law, and an
explanation of all the grounds for
deferment or exemption. It is his
feeling that with the ,aid of this
handbook the young resister can
secure his rights without the assistance of legal counsel, and, by
acting correctly, prepare a proper
legal foundation for his attorney
should the case have to go to the
courts.
Conrad Lynn is a Negro a ttorney who has specialized in the
handling of draft cases ever since
World War II. His first case under the Selective Service Law
came in 1942, when he defended
his brother Winfred Lynn, who
refused to submit to induction inUnited
to the then-segregated
States Army but .volunteered instead for service in the Canadian
Army. Since that first case he has
handled hundreds of draft cases,
and has some 70 in process at
present. He has also represented
students at Michigan State and
at New
New York University
Paltz in cases arising from antiwar demonstrations.
In addition to his strong opposition to the war, Mr. Lynn feels
that every young. man, no matter
how poor, should have access to
the same information and techniques used by lawyers for clients
who spend thousands on legal advice and representation to get deferments and exemptions. It is his
feeling that How to Stay• Out of
the Army will help to fill this
need.
$1.25 Conrad
at
Published
Lynn's book is being launched by
an advertising campaign in college
papers throughout the country.

SquareHas
Trinity
NewPlayCast
The highlight of the 1967-68
Square
season of the Trinity
the
was
Company
Repertory
world premiere of a new play
about Oscar Wilde. On Thursday,
February 8, "Years of tlie Locust'',
Norman
by British playwright
Holland, opened at the Trinity
Square Playhouse. The new play,
the fourth production of the current season of Rhode Island's
resident professional theatre, will
run through March 2.
The large cast will be composed of members of the Trinity
Acting Company. In the demanding central role of Oscar Wilde
will be Richard Kneeland. Mr.
has been with the
Kneeland
Trinity Square Company for four
years, and has won wide critical
and popular acclaim in such productions as "The Crucible", "Long
Day's Journey Into Night", "The
Birthday Party", and this year as
in '"The Threepenny
Macheath
in "Julius
Opera" and Brutus
Caesar". He recently left the role
of Algernon in "The Importance
of Being Earnest", currently beby the Trinity
ing presented
Square Repertory Company at the
Rhode Island School of Design
Theatre, to go into intensive rein
hearsals for his performance
"Years of the Locust".
Other members of the cast include: Katherine Helmond as Conas
stance Wilde; Ron Frazier
Frank Harris; Marquerite Lenert
as Lady Wilde (Speranze); Peter
Gerety as Lord Alfred Douglas;
and Robert Colonna as the Marquis of Queensberry. The producClinton
tion will also feature
Anderson, William Cain, James
Gallery, Ed Hall, Barbara Orson,
Anthony Palmer, Bree Cavazos,
J ames
Damkoehler,
William
Eichelberger, and Robert Patter-

son.
is
Locust"
of the
''Years
directed by Trinity Square Artistic Director Adrian Hall, with a
special sound score by Richard
Cumming. Sets will be designed by
.
EugeneLee.

FREEDOM

STUDENT

Coming

An Open Letter To Faculty
And Students of R.L College
and
After much deliberation
soul-searching I have decided to
pll!blish this letter. I have taught
here at the College for almost five
years and have been led to believe
that my performance during these
years was satisfactory. From all
indications which I received, I had
no reason to assume my performance was other than satisfactory.
Thus, it was a veritable shock to
learn a few weeks ago that some
had
members of my department
recoinmended that I not be given
tenure and that I be dismissed the
year after next (a year being
given to me to find a new position). The acting vice-president
has endorsed this recommendation.
When I asked for the causes of
my dismissal, I was told that I was
incompetent and non-professional.
Inquiring further as to the specifics of these two causes, vague
statements which could not be substantiated were presented to me.
I know that I am a competent
teacher, as attested by many of
coland faculty
my students
leagues. As to my professional development, I will be receiving my
Ph.D. in June of 1969. Thus, I
must conclude that the decision
taken by some members of my dethough perhaps done
partment,
with great deliberation, was based
on insufficient and faulty evidence,
or perhaps on grounds not having
to do with my competence and
professionalism.
What I find more disturbing
than the decision to dismiss me is
the way in which the whole matter was handled. During the entire
period of my teaching at the Col-

formances it has come to be considered a classic of its kind. It
deals with the etermal struggle
between force and the intellect,
involving not only politics and big
business, but an ex-chorus girl who
is victimized by both. It is her
flight to personal freedom that
supplies the basic action of the
play.
The cast of the R.I.C. Theatre is
as follows:
Billie Dawn ................ Terry Lee
Harry Brock ............ Ron McLarty

to
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stances. Many others before me
have had the same experience.
Some type of due process must be
established that will periodically
inform non-tenure faculty members concerning their progress and
development at the College. In
this way non-tenure faculty can
know wher~ they stand and what
is expected of them if they are to
be retained by the College.

'

Prof. Ara Dostourian

lege I was never informed that my
tenure was in danger; in fact, I
was told. that I was progressing
satisfactorily and that I was making my contribution to the College.
We at Rhode Island College talk
in the hanof "professionalism"
dling of faculty affairs. What kind
of "professionahsm" is this when
a member of the College is led to
believe that he is doing a competent job for almost five years and
then is suddenly told that he will
not be given tenure?
Indeed, the Faculty Manual does
not provide for due process for
those who are at the College for
more than a few years, but who do
not have tenure. It is about time
such due process was provided for.
It is both criminal and inhuman to
wait so long and then decide to let
a faculty member go. I have not
been the only instance of faculty
circumthese
under
dismissal

The Rhode Island College Theatre
Offering l(onin's 'Born Yesterday'
College
Island
Rhode
The
Theatre will present Garson Konin's comedy, "Born Yesterday," on
March 7, 8, and 9th at 8:30 p.m.,
in Roberts Auditorium. There will
also be a matinee performance on
Saturday, March 9th, at 2:30 p.m.
Admission will be free upon preof an R.I.C. identity
sentation
card, while tickets for the general
public will be $1.50.
"Born Yest~rday" is a comedy
written shortly after World War
II. After twenty years, of per-
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A lawyer who feels that the
military should be prevented from
getting the manpower it needs for
the war in Vietnam is the author
of How to Stay Out of the Army:

ANCHOR

game: Western Maryland, Away.
game: Newark State, Away.

'------------------------------11

Paul Verrall ............ Ken Barton
Ed Devery .................... Bruce Page
Senator Norval Hedges
Jim Macomber
Mrs. Hedges ........ Shirley Stoyko
Eddie Brock ............ Paul Vincent
Assistant Manager ........
Mike Surgento
Helen .................... Roberta Georgia
A Bellhop ................ Jon Badway
Another Bellhop .......... Will Poole
A Barber ......... ....... Tom Carney
A Manicurist ........ Mary Landers
A Bootblack ................ Bill Malo
A Waiter .................... Ron Rathier
The production will be directed
by Mr. Paul Trent of the R.I.C.
the
with
Department,
Speech
assistance of Mr. Clyde Kuemmerle, who will be in charge of
technical design and lighting. Miss
Lee's costumes have been designed
by Mr. Richard Lawton, who, together with Mrs. Clyde Kummerle,
is also working on all other costurning.

I am now in the process of requesting a hearing based on outthat is, arbitraside arbitration,
tion by the faculty within the College, but not by those who have
already made a decision concerning me. I feel that I should be
given the opportunity to prove my
and professionalism.
competence
I think that this is the least
amount of courtesy that could be
extended to one who has been on
the faculty so long and who has
gained the respect of many of his
colleagues and students. I am forwarding the request for such a
hearing to the Administration, the
Council, the AA UP and the AIT.
I hope that the faculty and students of the College will support
me in this matter.
I believe that it is to the inter-·
est of all of us at the College, both
faculty and students, that an end
be made to the arbitrary use of
power, which is wielded to the detriment of both the faculty and
the students, and hence to the College as a whole. Power, in order to
be wielded justly, must be shared
and must not be the private preWe who
serve of administrators.
of the College,
are members
whether we are students, faculty
or administrators must have a say
in our own destinies and in the
destinies of this College of which
we are part and parcel.
Many of you may ask why I am
taking such a strong stand and
making such an issue of the decision taken concerning me. First, I
feel that I, as a person, have been
unjustly treated because of this
decision. Secondly, and more important, I have a deep fondness
for and atta~hment to the College
and believe that my stand may
help other faculty, who might find•
themselves in a similar situation.
I have given almost five years of
my life to the College and I don't
regret a moment of it, no matter
what the outcome of this issue
might be.
If out of this issue can arise a
deeper sense of awareness on the
part of the· faculty and the students of their power to control
their destinies and that of the
College, of their power to make the
College a better place to teach
and study in, then my purpose
will have been fulfilled.
Ara Dostourian

Assistant Professor of History
Rhode Island College
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·Letter

EDITORIAL
The Dilemma of P'rospective Teachers
Students intending to teach face unique problems when they graduate and begin the search for a desirable teaching
position. The areas of personal concern
for the prospective teacher are many, but
it would seem that the two most important of these are salary and opportunity for
advancement.
By the time students obtain their degree, they are usually aware that teaching
is not the profession for those desirous of
high salaries; indeed, teacher salaries are
among the lowest of the professions requiring a similar: amount of formal education. Because teaching does not offer
salaries competitive with other areas of
employment requiring a degree, many capable men will turn away from education
as a career because the basic needs of their
families would not be realized on a teacher's salary. It is significant to note that low
pay is probably the reason why so many
women have chosen teaching as a career.
They do not view salary in the same
manner that a male teacher with a family
must. Usually, the salary of·a woman teacher is income supplemental. to her hus- ·
band's, and therefore, she does not feel the
"squeeze" of the pocketbook that is felt
by most men in the field of education in
the secondary schools.
Another area of immense concern to
teachers is how long they will have to teach
before their ability is rewarded by promotion to a department head or even an administrator. This is so because for men
this is certain to bring a substantial -increase in salary enabling the teacher to
live more in accordance with his tastes,
and his family's needs.
There is, however, one significant factor which must be considered in the matter of promotions: the teacher without an
advanced degree does not get them. Thus,
the educational
merry-go-round
begins
for the teacher, because he is many times
unable to pursue an advanced degree because his salary is below standard. During
the summer, when he should be studying
in the area of his specialty at some college

.------

To the College:

The word is apathy. Wrapped in
the mantles of their apathy and irresponsibility,
the s,tudent body,
or , uriiversity, he is "moonlighting"
so faculty, and administration shufthat he can make ends meet before the next fle through the semester as if
school year begins. How can teaching ever beshrouded.
t
attract all the able men who would like
Where is the ferment, th e reS 1ess engagement with serious matto become teachers while school boards ters which marks the healthy cenrefuse to bring teacher salaries up to a ter of learning?
realistic level?
This place has the air of a tomb.
The fundamental problem in teaching There's been a power failure some. · 1
b ·where, a massive dulldown.
t h en wou ld most d ef1n1te y seem to e Some are indifferent, safe in the
money. Without it the teachers cannot ad- cocoon of private routine; some
vance himself in the area 0£ academics, are discouraged and defeated; and
and if he cannot do this, then he must others are cynical.
relinquish any hopes for advancement be- Act\vities languish and there's
no felt connection betw~en the
cause of school policy, in many instances, formal courses and student life.
which overlooks the man without a degree
A smog of boredom hangs over
beyond the bachelors.
this campus. The formal machineClosely related to this unfortunate con- ry operates, but without generatdition of teacher salary is the predomin- ing any life, any zest, any issues.
· h'
h
f ·
A campus without issue& is a conance o f women wit 1n t e pro ess10n. tradition in terms; a college with
Many of these teachers are unmarried and sleepwalkers is a sick joke.
because they have no one to support but
I'll bet your sitting back right
themselves, they long ago became satisfied now and saying to yourself, "no,
with the compensation given them for not me. I didn't have anything to
do with this or that." or "yeah,
tl;eir services, and have settled down to an so what you fag, who the hell do
attitude in which they never rock the boat you think you are, anyway?" and
of administrative decree.
you've probably got choice adjecThe solution to the predicament in ed- tives for me now. Well, Buster, if
ucation is not so difficult as it would seem you've got any guts in that hide of
yours, you'll read on.
at first glance. Women teachers must be- If you're one of the gutless,
taught the tactics of effective bargaining spineless jellyfish that plods this
with their superiors. Without the women campus, accepting no adult responbehind them, the male teachers today can- sibilities whatever, than I say to
h
1·
h ·
1 · h
hell with you, Buster, because you
not ope to rea 1ze t eir goa s 1n t e mat- are going to be hurting in the long

ter of salary, because they are vastly outnu~bered by the fairer sex in the classroom.
Once wome·n teachers realize what can
b Ob · d b
· d ff
h d
e
tame
Y unite e ort t e oor to
education as a career will look much more
inviting to the many able men who turn
away each year. Because much of the publie views teacliing as an easy job with short
hours, it is n'ot difficult to reason why teacher salaries have remained at a low level
Those· who educate young minds deserve compensation
commensurate
with
the awesome ta~k they perform year in and
year out and it is up to the teachers themselves to put this thought in the minds
of the layman.

run!
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Editor
and they're legitimate, but if you
don't damn well stand up and
scream about it, people are just
going to keep walking on your
polite face.
The guy next to you isn't going
to do it, because he's saying the
same thing to himself, "the other
guy will do it." Well, the other
guy isn't going to do it any more
because he's sick of doing it himself. It's you and only you that
can make the noise that can make
any difference around here and
just exactly what the hell are you
doing? Nothing. That's your attitude. Just play along with the
crowd - follow the group, don't
think for · yourself. The irresponsibility and immaturity
on this
campus is disgusting.
"Immature? Me? Why I've had
more women and guzzled more
booze than you'll ever see." Terrific - beautiful - if this is your
idea of maturity
then you're in
trouble. You're in trouble because
your values are warped and narrow. Just what do you think is
going to happen when you get but
of this "womb-like" cocoon of education. I'll tell you Buster, with
values like those you are going to
get dumped upon - royally.
Do you have any idea what a
college is with a fa<;ade of a newspaper, a farce of a Student Senate,
a lack of student, faculty, and administrative
participation
in National and World Affairs? It's a
damn rinky-dink Grammar School.
What is the faculty doing _to
combat this malaise?
Does the
faculty set an example of intellectual and spiritual adventure? Does
it generate the "at" atmosphere
in which learning is almost irresistible? Where is the buzz, the
ferment, the dialogue, the informality?
Where is the fire by
whose light and warmth students
might be raised to the kindling
point of real learning?
Probably,
this letter will be
quietl~ forgotten or perhaps never

It's not the guy or girl next to
you I'm talking to, it's you. You're
the one who knows exactly what's
wrong with the Anchor or Student
Senate
or this Administrative
Polic,y or that Professor or the
food in the Donovan Dining Center, or the Grade School curfew
hours at th e girls' dorms. You
know, because it affects you directly. Sure you've got some gripes LETTER

FEIFFER-------~----------------

FOL/TICS
15 A l-lE.

6001<5.

to the
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of Seville"
"Barber
Players'
Opera
TheTurnau
SCHEDULE

RECRUITMENT

21 Los Angeles, California City School District
23 West Warwick, R. I. School Department
23 Simi, California Public Schools ·
26 Rolland, California School District (nr. L. A.)
27 Aberdeen Proving Ground
(Army Civilian Employment Division)
Tues., Feb. 27 Guilford, Connecticut Public Schools
Wed., Feb. 28 Cranston, R. I. School Department
To register for placement and to sign up for an interview
appointment, please see Miss Paine in the Placement Office,
Room 114 of Roberts Hall. Appointments interviews should be
made two days prior to the recruitment date.
Nancy H. Paine
Placement Counselor
Wed.,
Fri.,
Fri.,
Mon.,
Tues.,

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

STUDENT

UNION

DEDICATION

Students and faculty are cordially invited to the dedication
ceremonies of the Student Union on Wednesday, February 28 at
3:00 p.m. in the ballroom of the Student Union. Because the
ballroom is small, we anticipate a large overflow crowd. The
public address system will be connected, however, so those without seats in the ballroom can hear the program.
Lawrence M. Stratton
Dean of Administration

Dr. Albert

C. Salzberg

During his recent visit to RIC
Mr. Rudolf Bing, General ManOpera
ager of the Metropolitan
Compal].y, expressed the opinion
that opera should be "superb, or
not at all." That is, an operatic
performance should involve great
singers, a first rate chorus and orchestra, an outstanding conducror,
and lavish staging, or it should not
take place at all. Mr. Bing, then,
would not · have approved of the
Turnau Opera Players' - or any
other shoestring ensemble's - performance of Rossini's Barber of
evening at
Seville last Friday
Roberts Auditorium. But it was
clear that the RIC audience did
approve quite heartily.
, Not that the abbreviated English language version of Barber,
performed to the accompaniment
of a single piano, without a chorus
and with a minimum of staging,
all the potential of the
I realized
opera. On the credit side one can
say that the players capitalized
on the comic elements of the work.
This gay stage work, with its farcial ensembles, gains when translated into English. And Turnau
did not use an archaic public-dothat may have
main translation
sounded quaint in 1890, but a witty, lively English 1 text that retained touches of the original Italian, such as the "Zitti, zitti, piano, piano," that needed no translation. The clear diction of the
surely made it easy
performers
even for the uninitiated to follow
the plot.
Musically, the Barber of Seville,
written by the only major operatic
composer besides Gounod to have
been a trained singer, makes considerable demands on the singers.
It required coloratura technique,

~=============================

I likeit."
"TheRICaudience?
by Eli Perlman

Miss Raun MacKinnon, the contralto folksinger from "the fun
city," appeared in the Ballroom
of the new Student Union from
12-14 as the Union
February
Board of Governors sponsored the
first professional coffee house on
the RIC campus.
Raun made many friends during her three night stand at RIC's
CHEZ RIC. But even more important, the students of RIC found a
friend in Raun. Not only did she
sing songs and play guitar solos,
she also' analysed handwriting and
told of her life "back in the Village." Raun was great not only on
the stage, but off as well.
After her fifth, consecutive, full
house show, Raun was asked,
"Many performers who have played Providence said that this city
is hard to play. Did the RIC audience cause you to feel foreign?"
- Raun answered, "The RIC audience? I like it. The kids here
make me feel at home. I really
like it."
Soon it was time for Raun's
final show. Peter, her alto guitar
man, went on stage first and was
followed by Raun. They picked up
their guitars, put them on, and
out came that familiar folk-rock

beat. The entire audience had their
eyes glued on Raun as she began
singing. Most of the. members of
the audience had their feet tapping in time to the music.
When the first song was completed, the sixth full house she
played for at RIC applauded for
almost two minutes. This happened after each of her musical interludes. When the show was over,
Raun received a standing ovation.
This is nothing · new for Raun,
she received
because
however,
standing ovations after the preceding five shows.
Maybe Raun liked the RIC audience, but the RIC audience loved
Raun.

her level, but Bartolo and Basilio
(not a true bass) made up in
comedy what they lacked in voice.
They managed to steal the show
from the pleasant but light-voiced
Figaro. The Almaviva, sung by
Anthony Safina, was vocally and
dramatically the weakest part. He
has a small, piping tenor voice,
poorly produced and badly supported, and no notion of what to
do on stage. This reviewer has
seen him perform before, so that
the excuse of an off night cannot
be given to explain his inadequacies in the Barber.
choOpera without orchestra,
rus, professional staging, and stars
can be bleak - as witness the
Traviata performed by the same
Turnau Opera Players at Wheaton
College last April. But this Barber
of Seville was undeniably fun. The
enthusiasm of most of the performers was infectious. If the purpose of Turnau is to make converts to opera, it may have succeeded. This reviewer was glad to
see that there were many more
among the spectators
students
Charles Darwin would feel per- than there were when the New
fectly at home on the deck of the York City Opera visited the camnew 90' pus last year.
Romance, a relatively
vessel, rigged in the old style of
Darwin's Beagle, and ideally suited by air mail to Capt. Arthur M.
to expedition work. She sails from Kimberly, General Delivery, St.
Virgin Islands Thomas,
British
Tortola,
U. S. Virgin Islands
June 21st. For information, a,pply 00801.

Adventure
ToStlldents
Open
Cruise

Looking for ADVENTURE this
summer? How about sailing the
fabled Spanish Main in an authentic 1840 Brigantine - a ship
that seems to sail right out of the
pages of history - cruising in the
wake of Bluebeard and Sir Francis
Drake?
Or how about exploring quaint
and picturesque Curacao in the far
Netherlands Antilles - bartering
I for uncut emeralds in Cartegena,
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
Columbia - or for medicine dolls
and voodoo carvings with the mysCINDY D'ISANO
terious and sometimes dangerous
Cuna Indians, in the little known
All College Girl
San Blas Islands off Panama?
Or would you like to join an exCindy DiSano was chosen All pedition into the Lost World of the
College Girl at the annual Win- Galapagos in the Pacific, there to
ter Weekend Ball held at the explore volcanic craters, skindive
Venus DeMilo last Friday night. among sea lions, and camera-hunt
for golden iguanas and wild boar?
Cindy's c~urt included Mary Would you enjoy trolling big game
McConnon, MarshaCiaramello, fishing waters of the Caribbean
Barbara Bajor and Barbara and Pacific - and diving on the
wrecks of lost ships in the Cayman
Ruscetta.
Islands?
All this and more is in store for

WANTED -

Turnau Opera Players

the ability to embellish the vocal
line with trills, runs, roulades, the
so-called bel canto style of singing.
Ideally one would like to have
heard the technical command of a
Lily Pons (or an Ebe Stignani if
Rosina were sung in the original
mezzo key), the smoothness of a
Schipa or a Valetti as Almaviva,
the polish of a De Luca or the acting ability of Frank Guarrera as
Figaro, the pomposity of Dr. Bartolo captured by Baccaloni, and
the calumny of Don Basilio described by Pinza. Vocalism of this
caliber was not present Friday
evening, but the performers were
better than this reviewer expected.
Dwyer, Rosina, has a
Sharon
bright lyric-coloratura voice which
she was
she used to advantage;
pert and coquettish, handled her
stage business well, and may well
have a future with bigger and better opera companies. None of the
other principals were quite up to

COLLEGE STUDENT

Part Time Summer Employment
in Provincetown, Mass.
SALARY,ROOM AND BOARD with Young Faculty Family

DAVID RABOY, Adams Library
"We are an equal opportunity employer".

15 fortunate young men and women who will be chosen to join the
crew of the famous Brigantine
Romance on this summer's Caribbean-Pacific Expedition, ten weeks
and 5,000 miles of adventure on
the high seas.
The Romance is the world's only
square rigger making deep sea
vo1ages with amateur crews - a
unique opportunity for those with
salt in their blood to sail "before
Skipper,
Romance's
the mast."
Captain Arthur Kimberly, is a
sailor's sailor, trained in the last
of the commercial square riggers,
and holder of the coveted Master
of Sail certificate. He is looking
for spirited young people who
share his love of sailing to remote
and unusual ports of call. His
amateurs tars will share expenses
and actually crew the big windjammer. All hands stand regular
sea watches, learn navigation under the ship's officers, scrub and
paint - and lay aloft in the swaying rigging seventy feet above the
deck to set and furl the brigantine's 4,500 square feet of sail.
Sportsmen and natural science
students will find the Galapagos a
of
where creatures
wonderland,
the sea, air and barren land exhibit little fear of man. Because
of its inaccessibility, the Archipellago has remained the living textbook it was when Darwin visited
there 130 years ago. Still actively
volcanic, the Galapagos lie on the
Equator, but in the grip of the
cold Rumbolt Current - and flamingos and penguins live side by
side.

EPSILON
ALPHA
DELTA
Fraternity
Sorority
Welcomes You to a

COFFEE ·HOUR
MONDAY, FEB. 26, 1968 ALUMNI LOUNGE

7-8 P.M.
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Peac,e
Corps
Works
For57 Overseas
"Establishments"

The Peace Corps and
The Shrinking Man
Tonight I want to tell you about
the cooling off of the Peace Corps
establishment.
This cooling is not climatic. It is
the seven year evolution of a nonbureaucracy.
In another era we would have
had a less complex word for it,
like decentralization. But that was
before Marshall McLuhan came
along with hot and cool media and
hot and cool cultures.
McLuhan, you will recall, believes · that societies have been
shaped more by the nature of the
media by which men communicate
than by the content of the communication. Since Gutenberg devised the printing press, the dominant medium has been print, logical and linear - a "hot" culture
of movable type. But today we
are evolving toward the "cool
world" of mass communication, in
which electronic media alter man's
perceptual senses. Media are hot
or cool - a hot medium is one
that extends one single sense in
"high definition," that is a state
of being well filled with data. A

cool medium gives little information, and leaves much to be filled
in by the listener - the images
have to be completed by the audience, which means that they become involved in the message with
a high sense of participation.
The Peace Corps started out
seven years ago as a hot medium
and has been getting cooler ever
since.
One of the first tenets of the
cool structure is not to lecture.
For, as McLuhan yoints out, a
lecture is hot (even if the lecturer
is cool). It doesn't permit as much
participation. Peace Corps people
disdain this medium - they refuse
to be talked to, and especially
talked at - they want to participate as fully as possible. So we
have seminars, forums and roundtables.
You will forgive me if I ignore
the hot medium, this podium, in
the interests of a cool message:
the Peace Corps.
Fortunately, at the age of seven
the Peace Corps has maintained a
high sense of participation on the
part of its members. Thirty thousand Volunteers
have testified,
even demanded, this condition of
service, a maximum opportunity
to fill in the picture. They are still
talking about it in terms of a 24
hour a day job.
But the major evolution has
been that the Volunteers have defined that job for themselves, not
in terms of a structured
work
habit decreed by some distant bureaucrat or social engineet, but in
terms of a role and commitment,
at once something extra and something new. In the process they
have served to refine the goals of
the Peace Corps and have demonll Despite
strated that the roles they play
A fiendishtorture can serve the goals of human dedynamicBiCDuo velopment.
In so ding they have encourwritesfirst time,
aged the alteration of the struceverytime!
ture of the Peace Corps. In ansrc's rugged pair of
other day we might have said that
stick pens wins again in the institution has
been decentralunending war against
balJ-point skip, clog and ized; today it is "cooler" because
smear. Despite horrible instead of one definition we have
many, highly individual in nature
punishment by mad
scientists, src still write& and, more than before, the indifirst time, every tin1e.
vidual has greater opportunity to
And no wonder. src's
maximize his talents productively
"Dyamite" BalJ is the
on behalf of himself and the peohardest metal made,
ple he serves.
encased in a solid brass
For the idea of the Peace Corps
nose cone. Will not skip,
has worked. It evolved as and reclog or smear no matter
mains an expression of the Volunwhat devilish abuse is
teers - not so much a searching,
devised for them by
sadistic students. Get
now, a san affirmation.
It has
the dynamic nrc Duo at taken shape; it has evolved a
your campus store now. structure, neither novel nor necessarily permanent, but it is an institution, doing things.
Even at what used to be our
WATERMAN-RIC
PENCORP.
"action central" - the headquarters building in Washington - we

vt;o.;
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NEEDED
College students to supervise
Henry Barnard School Cafeteria. There are three lunch periods:
Junior High I I :30 to I I :55
Primary Grades 12:00 to 12:35
Elementary Grades 12:40 - I :10
Any colleqe student interested in supervising these lunch
periods should apply to the
Henry Barnard School office for
additional information.

have some new methods for the
old, inevitable chores. Instead of
red tape, we claim brown computer tape. Instead of Washington
Grey filing cabinets, we prefer
punching out memories for a computer. We are using videotape for
instant
playback
in language
training and instant feedback in
sensitivity training for new staff
members headed overseas. Our
Xeroxography
excels we are
the instant publishers of Peace
Row. Then there is the computer
itself, storing memories for the immediate and total recall of Peace
Corps applicants, invites, trainees,
Volunteers and returned
Volunteers.
Our not-so-complicated
weapon
- the unguided peace missile is far more decisive and personal.
It is experienced youth.
Almost half of our overseas and
Washington staff is composed of
former Peace Corps Volunteers. In
nine of the 57 nations where the
Peace Corps serves, the programs
· are directed by former Volunteers
- seven of them are under 30
years of age.· At home, all of the
full time recruiters for the Peace
Corps - the men and women who
carry the message of the Peace
Corps to the campuses and communities of America - are returned Volunteers.
Volunteers still tend to dismiss
in their minds the idea of the
Peace Corps as an institution, or
as a government agency. They appear to bypass the structure and
identify with spirit - a logical
American outlet through which
they "become the very best that is
within them to become."
I believe that this aspiration is
the model for successive non-bureaucracies of the future.
This is a far cry from the alienation of the "Age of .Anxiety"
which we have belabored for more
than a decade.
As Marshall McLuhan suggests,
that alienation and anxiety may
be the product of the tensions of
transition .into the electronic age
of mass communication. Whatever
the reasons, it is clear that one of
the great challenges of the remaining third of the century is the
reformulation
of the relationship
of individuals to institutions. For
in making the world smaller, technology has also generated a feeling among men that they, alone,
as individua1s, are somehow smaller, too - that somehow it is difficult if not impossible for one
man to accomplish great deeds, to
act on history on behalf of himself or on behalf of other men.
The technological renaissance produces machines, not Renaissance
Men.
These forces of technology operI ate frequently
in unseen ways and
we are often unable to assay their
impact upon us. Somehow, we
know, we are being influenced by
hidden persuaders, or pesticides,
or polluted air and water, or mass
media, but we are not always sure
when and how. Out of this it is
natural to perceive conspiracies at
work, invidious controls operating
behind the scenes to manipulate
individuals. Technology has carried fear in its wake.
The Peace Corps is a rebellion
against the concept of the shrinking man.
PEACE

CORPS
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NEW YORK - Peace Corps Director Jack Vaughn said today
that Volunteers serve no one "establishment,"
but 57 separate
overseas host country establishments where the agency operates.
"Rather than consider the Peace
Corps as an instrument of foreign
policy," Vaughn said in a speech
at Columbia University, "I think
it is more correct to say that it is
an instrument of domestic policy
in 57 nations."
The 13,000 Volunteers overseas,
he said, represent no policy except
that which they were invited to
serve _ no establishment except
the 57 which invited them.
Vaughn said he wants no Peace
Corps program for Kenya, for Malaysia, or for Colombia.
"There will be, we hope, a Kenya program for the Peace Corps, a
Malaysia Peace Corps, a Colombia
Peace Corps," he said. "If we perform well, there will be 57 Peace
Corps."
He said that Volunteers still
tend to dismiss in their minds the
idea of the Peace Corps as an institution,
or as a government
agency.
"They appear to bypass the
structure
and identify with the
spirit _ a logical American outlet through which they 'become
the very best that is within them
to become'," Vaughn said. "I believe that this aspiration is the
model for successive non-bureauESTABLISHMENTS
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STILL

STILL
HELP!

TRYOUTS
Tryouts for two new one-act
plays will take place on TUESDAY, MARCH 27, at I :00
P.M., in the offices of the
Rhode Island College Chaplains
in the Student Union. Faculty
and students are in~ited to participate. Scripts will be distributed at this time.

ANNOUNCEMENT
During the month of February, The Liturgy

brated

will be cele-

at 12:00 noon in Room

304 of the Student 'Union on
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,

and Friday.
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Letter
(Continued

from Page

2)

printed. No matter, you like to be
trod upon, kicked around, voiceless
sheep. Am I wrong?
I defy anyone on this campus to
prove me wrong.
I defy you the students, you the
faculty and you the administration
to get off that chair and critically
analyze
yourselves
and
your
school.
Sheldon Mossberg
Class of 1969
Transfer Student

INV1TATIONS
WEDDINGS -

Embossed

*

SHOWERS

Engraved

Matches - Napkins - Cake Boxes
Will Call at Your House by
Appointment

CLAIRE M. TELLA

Tel. 351-2325

ANAIRFORGE
GALL
TOALL
EX-SERVICEM

Where
else
canyouget
jobsecurity,automatic
payincreases
and
allowances
for dependents
plus:yourchoiceof
specializing
in aerospace
electronics
or one
of hundreds
of otherjob opportunities?

JointheAerospace
Team.
It'syourfuture.Seeyourlocal

AIRFORCE
Recruiter.
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It is an example of a new kind
of institution
that enables the
group to work to a common goal
while simultaneously allowing individuals to maximize their expression and their potential.
Organizationally,
the structure
of the Peace Corps has been defined as an inverted pyramid, with
13,000 Volunteers at the baseline
on the top and the director at the
apex op. the bottom.
Fortunately, I don't have to perform the entire balancing act myself. Thousands
of Volunteers
have testified over and over that
the idea of the Peace Corps is
greater than the experience, yet
94 per cent of them would do it
all over again knowing what they
know at the end of their service.
It is the strength of this idea, of
service and peace, that sustains
the structure.
In the heady early days of the
Peace Corps, the structure was
Washington-oriented, full of a fanfare that, in McLuhan's terms,
created a high definition, a "hot
Peace Corps" busily engaged in
gainihg public acceptance in the
United States. We were probably
overheated in the years 1961, '62
and '63, by which time we had a
reading on what' the Volunteers
were doing and what they were
capable of, contrasted with what
we thought they were doing.
Today, with more than 16,000
Volunteers back home and 13,000
more at work overseas, we have a
cooler definition that allows for
individuals to create and articulate
their own experience. In short, the
real Peace Corps moved overseas.
We still have a structure in Washington, but it is the same size as
it was in 1963, while the number
of Volunteers in service has tripied.
The Washington establishment
of the Peace Corps is one of 58
establishments to which we claim
membership, and the least important among these. The other 57
are the host governments of the
nations where Volunteers serve.
Altogether, we have on occasion
been lumped in that vague and

most elusive of conspiracies, The
Establishment - the one with the
capital T and capital E.
I agree with Richard Rovere,
the established authority on Establishment Authority, that most
of the people who concern themselves with The Establishment try
to keep themselves outside and
even yictimized by it.
I might be one of the victims on
the inside. According to the studies, I apparently have been a
member for the better part of my
20 years in Government, but I
have never been invited to a meeting. Mr. Rovere tells me that the
whole of The Establishment's power is greater than the sum of its
parts. I ca nonly conclude that I
am classified somewhere in the Establishment Gap - between its
whole and the sum of its parts.
Anybody who talks about The
Establishment
with a capital T
and a capital E makes a proper
noun out of some very improper
people. The Peace Corps establishment ranks in the lower case, and
we think of ourselves in terms of
verbs, not nouns. We are engaged
in the act of establishing, not in
settled arrangments.
Any delineation of "The Establishment" as a monolithic enterprise is inevitably superficial. The
currency of the term implies a
deeper malaise, a suspicion and a
rejection of power that is exercised
arbitrarily.
"The Establishment"
is really the symbol for one, several or many tangible institutions.
The use of the phrase is a reflection of shrinking man's alienation
from the sources of power with
which he must deal, but from
which he feels farther and farther
removed. Man senses a conspiracy
in the realignment of his relationships to the institutions of his
time.
Our society has arrived at few
final solutions to this dilemma.
The evolving bureaucratic model
of the Peace Corps is, I believe, to
be one of them. We recognize the
structure as a means to an end,
and it is designed to enhance both
the individual and the goals of the
institution.

fight it.
Get Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper.
Mistakes don't show. A mis-key completely disappears
from the special surface. An ordinary pencil eraser lets
you erase without a trace. So why use ordinary paper?
Eaton's Corrasable is available in light, medium, heavy
weights and Onion Skin. In 100-sheet packets and 500sheet ream boxes. At StationeryDepartments.
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Only Eaton makes Corrasable.
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CORPS
that the Peace ments since World War II. In the country simply lost interest
Corps is considered within the or- other instances, the agencies are and confidence in the Peace Corps.
ganization charts of the United new governmental
responses to Here we were again - Americans
States Government. But most stu- problems; in some cases Volun- being "helpful" our way, deciding
dents of government recognize the teers find no local structure what- what was good for Iran. They left
unique niche occupied in that soever. Wherever they are, though, us alone, for they decided if we
;;tructure by the Peace Corps. Our the Volunteers are communicating were doing little of value, at least
annual appropriations bill is voted by words and by action, that the we were harmless.
on by the Congress along with old ways are not the only ways,
Fortunately, the encounter had
other appropriations
for foreign that old systems can perform new a happy outcome, for the Iranians
assistance. Under the legislation tasks or that new structures can were so surprised when the Peace
passed by the Congress in 1961, be devised · where others have Corps reversed itself in the field
authority for the administration
failed. These Volunteers represent that they threw themselves with a
of the Peace Corps was dele- no "unseen" establishment or bu- will into the job of reassig:qing
gated to the President. He sub- reaucracy. By: training, they are teachers as they were truly needsequently delegated that author- sensitive to the COf\ditions of the ed. Literally
within days, the
ity to the Secretary of State, who country in which they serve; by project again became relevant to
in turn delegated the authority experience, they learn the require- the needs of Iran as their own
to the Director of the Peace ments of the last agencies to people had determined.
Corps.
which they are assigned. Thus,
Volunteers and visiting WashAt one point in the crucial for- the Peace Corps is both the car- ington brain-power alike shared
mulation stages of the Peace rier and the repository of their the responsibility for another imCorps, there was considerable sincere iq.eals. In this sense the portant
lesson this one in
pressure on the part of some bu- Peace Corps is very much a con- French-speaking
Africa.
Right
reaucrats to place the agency un- duit instead of a logical system from the early days, Volunteers
der existing structures. A presi- for administration and control.
had been teaching English in
dential task force recommended
I once heard a minister criticize former colonies there. However,
against any real independence for the foreign mission atm of his many thoughtful Volunteers had
the Peace Corps, saying that it church for the manner in which it observed that there were other
should be part of the Agency for had mapped its mission units - ways in which Volunteers could be
Interhational
Development. Sar- the huge wall map had ribbons of service to people, notably in
gent Shriver contested this with running from a large nail in New agriculture
and public health.
• • •
President Kennedy, who was ada- York City to scores of small pins
mant. He then went to Vive Presi- throughout the world. All roads
EDITORS' NOTE: Thi3 article,
dent Johnson who intervened and led to and from New York. In the which we feel may be of interest
persuaded Kennedy to change his Peace Corps all we have is a map to our readers, will be continued
decision. To win acceptance from of 57 countries. We have plenty in the next issue of the Anchor. We
the American public and from the of pins and some paint for our feel that the topic is especially
Congress, Johnson said, the new map, but no ribbons running to pertinent in view of the recent
wine has to be put in a new bot- and from Washington.
re-evaluation
of the Peace Corp•
tie. And that is how the Peace
The point is that we don't want and its role.
Corps came to be classified an in- a "Peace Corps program for KenContinued next week
dependent agency. The independ- ya." We have no Kenya program,
ence was spelled out in clear and no Malaysia program, no c,olombia
unmistakable terms - the Peace program.
Corps was to operate apart from
There will be, we hope, a Kenya
foreign policy - it was to be apol- program for the Peace Corps, a
(Continued from P~e
()
itical - not a part of the quid pro Malaysia Peace Corps, a Colombia
quo of diplomacy. As the Secretary Peace Corps. If we perform well, cracies of the 1'uture."
He noted that the same spirited
of State has said, "The Peace there will be 57 Peace Corps. But
Corps cannot be used as an instru- such programs come because in people who hardly acknowledge
ment of foreign policy, for to do so each instance where they may the Peace Corps as government would be to destroy its contribu- happen, leaders are satisfied that who could not care less for Washtion to our foreign policy."
the organization, like the best of ington or The Establishment
Peace Corps country directors our Volunteers, learned to lead by are becoming a "vital force in the
have firmly resisted the increas- staying a step behind; by stimulat- achievement of goals 'Washington'
ingly rare attempts to consider ing leadership in others _ and and the rest of the nation wish so
Peace Corps Volunteers as mem- then living with the consequences desperately to attain."
Vaughn cited an example of a
bers of the official American com- of the leadership of others.
response to a host country request,
munity. One of our country direcFor example, in Turkey recently
tors said to his Volunteers: "I am we took great interest in the pro- saying the agency will step-up its
a member of the country team. posal of a foreign agency which family planning activities in popuIndia
this
You are not. If I want to see a would have placed development lation-mushrooming
Minister of the President, I'm re- funds in the hands of local farm- year.
The Peace Corps chief said Volquired to check with the Ambas- ers with no collateral and a minisador or the Deputy Chief of Mis- mum of red tape. But we knew unteer nurses will assist in trainsion. You are not. Let me know that the Turkish Government had ing Indian nurses in IX>th pre-inwhat you're up to because I may little interest in the program, be- sertion and follow-up care as part
devise prohave to catch you on the way out. yond official permission, and local of the inter-uterine
But it won't take an Act of Con- businessmen had little confidence gram currently underway in India's Punjab state.
gress before you can move."
in the idea. Therefore, we stood
This represents a break from
Peace Corps Volunteers do not aside. It didn't matter that we
carry official passports, nor do may have thought the project previous Peace Corps involvement
they receive extra allowances for viable. The point is that the Turks in birth control programs which
hardship posts, or have commis- themselves considered it unwork- have been confind to the promotional and educational aspects of
sary and PX and diplomatic mail able.
pouch privileges.
Sometimes our own manifesta- various state projects.
Once back home it is another tions of "brain power" trip us up.
As before, Volunteers will not
matter. I understand
that one We have had a large English- be directly involved in sterilization
fourth of a recent graduating class teaching progra,m in Iran, where or abortion procedures.
at the Foreign Service Institute Volunteers are teaching in secAt the same time, Vaughn said
consisted of former Peace Corps ondary schools to make up for a the 1,000 Volunteers now serving
Volunteers. Someday I hope that critical shortage of teachers. Then in India have been given that
Peace Corps service will be a re- we hired an American specialist, country's family planning literaquired prerequisite to duty in the who began to speculate on how ture. The government has asked
foreign service. I can think of no much greater impact would be de- Volunteers to promote the family
more meaningful experience and rived if Volunteers could be ad- planning symbol now being publipreparation
for those who will visers rather than teachers. In- cized throughout the nation, he
make foreign policy.
stead of just being English teach- said.
Rather than consider the Peace ers as the Iranians had requested,
Additionally,
family
planning
Corps as an instrument of foreign they could be teacher trainers. educational materials will be dispolicy, I think it is more correct Slowly he began pulling the Volun- tributed this summer to every
to say that it is an instrument of teers out of the classroom and Peace Corps trainee who wishes it
domestic policy in 57 nations.
used them to observe and criticize in the event they are asked to asIn many cases the establish- their counterparts.
sist to promotional programs by
ments in these countries are new,
It didn't work. Iranians
re- host country governments in counthe result of independence move- sponsible for English teaching in tries where they will serve.
It is no secret

Establishm,ents
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Barring Major· Upset By Bridgewater
RIC Enters Playoffs Monday At Home
.Anchormen May Meet
Boston State College

Roul,eau
Sets
NewRecord
As
Anchormen
Beat
Worc·ester
119-106
I

by Mimi Struck

With some slick ball-handling
and excellent teamwork, RIC .defeated Worcester State College last
Tuesday night at home by a score
Dick Rouleau receives Gaine -Ball from ,Coach Baird after scoring
of 119-106. The victory brought
his 2,000th point.
revenge for the loss the' Anchormen suffered at the hands of the
sharp-shooting
Lancers on the ered in 27 rebounds and tossed in
opening game of the season when 8 points. Many of his rebounds
were turned into full court passes
they were ibeaten 97-87.
to a lead man who invariably .dropRouleau passes 2,000
The game was highlighted, by ped the lball in for two points.
BRIDGEWATER
the shooting of'Captain Dick Rou- Pete Emond also grabbed 13 reThe
Rhode
Island College basbounds
in
as
the
Anchorthe
game
leau, who surpassed the 2,000
point mark in the second half of men led in that department 45-12. ketball team extended their winThe second half moved quickly ning streak to seven straight last
the game. The score came at 13 :59
on a driving lay-up and gave the with offensive tactics dominating Thursday as they bombed BridgeAnchormen a 10 point lead at 75-· the game. Rouleau scored 28 of water State College of Massachusetts 88-57 in an NESCAC com65, The entire crowd rose to their his 47 points in the second half.
feet to give Rouleau a standing
Credit is dl)e to Jim McGetrick petition at Walsh Gymn. The win
ovation as he was presented with who came in for Huelbig in the put the RIC squad, which hasn't
the game ball by Coach Bill first half charged with 'the task been beaten since January 11, in
of guardin.g the quick Jim Ferdella a second place tie with Boston
Baird.
Before the game was over Rou- of the Lancers. Other capable sub- State College of Boston, Masleau bettered two other marks stitutes were Jim Sala and Chick sachusetts.
Bridgewater tried to outsmart
that he had set himself last year. Silva.
He scored 47 points on the night
The high scorers for Worcester the keen· RIC squad iby slowing
and broke his one game scoring were Radar Hamm with 25 points, down the game. The Anchormen
record of 41 points which he set and Phil Moresi with 29. _The ac- have been playing a fast run and
against Boston State College on curate shooting of these two men shoot game of basketball as is
February 27, 1967. In addition he was not enough, however, as their evidenced by the fact that they
scored twenty field goals in the team shot a low 45.8% compared have hit the century mark in five
of their last six games. Thus, the
game to break his record of most to RIC's 66%.
field goals scored in a game which
The victory gave the Anchormen Bears held the ball for the first
he set at 18 in the Boston State 10-5 record and second play in two minutes of play after controlling the opening tap, however, they
game also.
the NESCAC.
were unalble to connect.
Worcester Takes Lead
The Worcester State Lancers
Dick Rouleau scored the first
jumped out' to an early 4-0 lea:d
field goal for the Anchormen and
put the RIC squad in front to stay.
at the outset. RIC caught up and
The half time score was 35-24.
for the remainder of the first half
Rouleau had 25 points for the
it was touch and go for both
Anchormen and Ray Huelbig was
teams. With 7 :07 remaining, RIC
next with 14. Bridgewater's Tom
raised the score to 41-35 after two
turnovers iby Worcester. The turnMorris topped all scorers with 34
points.
overs came as a result of an allIn the jayvee game the RIC
court press by the Anchormen.
jayvees downed the Bridgewater
This display of defense was only
jayvees 111-73. Freshmen Jim Fitztemporary;
the game was very
\
gerald and Lester Jordan had 24
obviously .dominated by the ofand 22 points, respectively, in that
fensive power of the two teams as
the final score would indicat-e. The
contest while Bob Marzelli andl
half-time score was 58-55 in RIC's
Paul St. Onge had 16 apiece for
favor.
RIC.
Mike Creedon, Pete Emond, and
The game was a close one all
Ray Huelbig all made big contrithe way and it took outstanding
butions in the scoring department
offensive attacks on the part of
with 25, 17, and .15 points, respecDick Rouleau and Ray Huelbig
tively. The big man off the boards
to bring the Anchormen the vicfor RIC was Art Sultzer. He gathtory. Rouleau, had 38 points while
Huelbig had 33. In addition RIC's
Art Sultzer had 22 rebounds as he
did a fine job of dominating the
back boards.
With 2 :58 left in the game the
Anchormen held a narrow three
point edge as the scoreboard read
86-83. Then when Dick Rouleau
435 Mount Pleasant Avenue
Bob
was fouled by Southern's
Fiske, Southern's coach carried his
SAVE 3/ A. GALLON
protesting antics a little too far
and had a technical foul called
ESSO Regular at 28.9
against him. Rouleau then proceedESSO Extra at 32. 9
ed to drop in- the two free throws
he had coming to him and then
added a third for the technical.
SAVE
SAVE
Thus, the RIC margin jumped to
six points. -

Anchormen
Beat

Bridgewater,
S. Conn.

SUPPORT
THETEAM
Semi-Final
Playoffs

RIC
vs

BOSTON
STATE
MON.,
FEB.26
8:15P.M.
WALSH

Lowest Price On Gas

VinnieDuva's·
EssoStation

The Rhode Island College basketball team has been playing
heads up basketball since the beginning of the season, but improvements have been especially noticeable since semester break. Since
then the squad has been turning
in excellent team work performances and at the same time individual members have risen to
new heights in their respective
careers. Dick Rouleau soared over

the 2,000 point mark on Tuesday
February 13 in a game against
Worcester State College. His career total at this writing stands
at 2,083 points. Art Sultzer who
has been playing for the Anchormen only since the beginning of
the second semester, has turned
in some• fine performances and is
doing an outstanding job under
the boards for RIC.
EIGHT

STRAIGHT

The hard work the members of
the squad have been putting in
since November is paying off
beautifully these days for them
and their Coach Bill Baird. Last
week was a perfect example. With
victories over Worcester, Bridgeby Phyllis Bessette
water and Southern Connecticut,
Early in December a Ski Club the Anchormen
have ,extended
was formed at R.I.C. While strug- their winning streak
to eight
gling with the problems of writ- straight games.
ing a constitution and becoming
Their league record now stands
officially recognized on campus, at 11-5 and they are headed in
the ski clubbers decided to elect the Southern Division of the New
officers and plan a few tri,ps to England State College Athletic
the north coutry.
Conference only by Salem . State.
At the first meeting Charlie In the third and fourth positions
Brandford was elected president. in the league are Boston State,
Later Shirley Kary was chosen as and Westfield, respectively.
vice president, and Phyllis Bessette
SEMI-FINAL
PLAYOFFS
as secretary-treasurer.
Rev. J.
With only one more league conRichard Peck acts as ski club ad- test remammg
and that
one
visor.
against Bridgewater State College
The highlight of ski club activ- on Wednesday February 21, in
ity so far this winter was an over- Bridgewater,
Massachusetts,
the
I_Jight trip to Wilmington, Ver- Anchormen have earned themselmont, February 10-11. It was plan- ves a spot in the playoff iberths
ned jointly with the Bryant Col- of the Southern Division. And,
lege Ski Club. Nineteen R.I.C. ski barring a spectacular comeback
enthusiasts traveled to Vermont by Bri:dgewater (The Anchormen
where we stayed at the Towne beat them 88-57 last Saturday)
House, a skiers' haven offfring they will finish in the second place
Dormitory accomodations.
position they now hold.
Thus, on Monday, February 26
The first day there, Saturday
afternoon, the R.LC. skiers went the RIC squad will face the third
to the Haystack Ski Area about place finisher (most likely Bosthree miles from the Towne House. ton State) in the semifinals of
the division playoffs
at Walsh
Falling snow, low temperatures,
and strong
winds discouraged Gymnasiwn at 8:15 p.m. On the
many skiers from going out that same night Salem State will face
afternoon. There were some icy the fourth place finisher (probably
spots on the hills, especially on Westfield) in a game to be played
the upper slopes which Rev. Peck in Salem, Massachusetts. Then on
described as "not very pleasur- Wednesday, February 28, the winable." The lower slopes were bet- ner of these games will face each
ter protected from the wind and other for the Southern Division
were a good challenge to those Championship.
, Regional Bi:d Possible
who tried them. Because of the
cold, the Ski Patrol was out
REGIONAL BID POSSiiBLE
watching for skiers who might
In addition, Coach ·Baird reget overtired or frdstbitten.
ports that the Anchormen have
Saturday night some R.I.C. and a good chance of receiving a bid
Bryant students held a party at for competition in the NAIA Disthe Towne House while others trict 32 Regional Playoffs. Among
visited night spots in the area. the other teams being cons1dered
Several of us embarked ona pre- are: Boston State, Western New
dawn Olympic run to limber up England, Salem, Quinnipiac, Bryour skiing muscles. This was held ant, Gorham, Husson, New Haven,
at 11 p.m. through downtown Wil- and North Adams. Teams are chomington. Later Saturday
night sen for the regional playoffs by
Bryant challenged us to a down- a NA.IA Selection Committee.
hill race to be held at Mount Snow
Last year Rhode Island College
the following day. R.I.C. competi- was host of the District 32 playtors Rev. Peck and Charlie Brans- offs although the RIC squad did
ford placed third and fourth - in not participate. This year Coach
a field of four. Oh well, it was Baird has once again offered the
just for fun.
fin~ facilities of the Walsh GymWhen the lifts closed at 4:30 nasmm for the playoffs. The winp.m. on Sunday, we were a very
ne~ of. the District 32 Championhappy, if somewhat tired group ship wms the right to further NAthat left for home.
IA competition in Kansas City.

19RICStudents
Brave
Vt.Cold
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